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NATIONAL DEFENCE MEDAL

Thank you for your letter of 18 February about the proposed National

Defence Medal (NDM). I fear that there is little I can add to what you have

already been told.

Following the decision not to proceed with an NDM by the Committee for the

Grant of Honours, Decorations and Medals (which is responsible for advising

The Queen on medals policy), all the work produced by Sir John Holmes was

published in the form of a series of review papers covering specific

campaigns relating to military medals. Copies have been placed in the

Libraries of both Houses.

You asked for more information regarding the meeting of the Committee for

the Grant of Honours, Decorations and Medals in February 2015. As

previously advised the Committee reviewed correspondence from Colonel

Scriven but remained unpersuaded of the case at this time.

I completely understand that you and many other veterans are unhappy with

the decision not to proceed with a National Defence Medal. But that decision

was taken following the most complete and far-reaching review of military

medals for a generation, undertaken by independent reviewers. ln the case

of the National Defence Medal, the Committee took into consideration the

fact that Australia and New Zealand have both instituted medals for either

national or a short period of military service and that the award of a National

Defence Medal could recognise those servicemen whose service was never

recognised by a medal.
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Against those arguments, the Committee had to weigh other considerations,
including the particular fact that it is not the tradition of British medallic policy
to consider service in the Armed Forces as the sole justification for a medal.
British campaign medals are not awarded as a record of service, as is the
case in some other countries, but as a result of particularly difficult
circumstances of service life ("risk and rigour"). And of course not all
Commonwealth countries have introduced a National Defence Medal or
equivalent (canada has continued a policy similar to that of the UK).

ln light of this, I can only confirm that there are no plans for further work on
this issue at this time.

I am sorry to send you another disappointing response.
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